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ABSTRACT
The results of an extension of an investigation by Ohyama (1998)
and Shirai (2010), the effect of quality-improving innovation on
international trade in the imperfect competition market, will be
presented in this paper. Using the two-country two-good model, Shirai
previously demonstrated the effect of cost-cutting innovation on
international trade. In this study, the author found that cost-cutting
innovation has a possibility of decreasing the welfare of the home
country where the innovation has occurred. This possibility increases
when the degree of monopoly at the export industry in the home
country is high, the elasticity of the world demand to exporting goods
is low and the ratio of exports in the home country is high. On the
other hand, quality-improving innovation has a possibility of
decreasing the welfare of the foreign country that imports innovated
1) I am grate{ul to my advisor, Professor Michihiro oyama, for many valuable comments and
suggestions. I also thank Professor Hiroaki Osana, Professor Kunio Kawamata and
Pro{essor Shuhei Shiozawa for useful comments and suggestions.
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goods. This possibility will likely increase if the home country values
quality-increasing innovation more than the foreign country and the
degree of monopoly at the export industry in the home country is high.
Keywords : quality-improving innovation; cost-cutting innovation.
JEL Classification Numbers : D20; F10; F12; F19; O33.
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1. Introduction
Recently, we have recognized that many industries are dealing with
technological competition and are making efforts to achieve quality-
improving as well as cost-cutting innovation. This recognition and
publicity has led to a number of studies investigating the effect of
innovation on international trade. In particular, Ohyama (1998) compares
the welfare effect of cost-cutting innovation and quality-improving
innovation under the perfect competition market. He shows that cost-
cutting innovation can decrease the welfare of the country where the
innovation occurred'), and, on the other hand, quality-improving
innovation can decrease the welfare of the country that imports innovative
goods'). Shirai (2010) analyzes the effect of cost-cutting innovation on
international trade under the imperfect competition market. He found
that both cost-cutting innovation and the degree of the monopoly can
affect international trade. Cost-cutting innovation can decrease the
welfare of the country where the innovation occurred, depending on the
degree of monopoly.
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of quality-
improving innovation on international trade under the imperfect
competition market. This study extends the two-country two-good model,
demonstrated in Ohyama (1998) and Shirai (2010). The model in Ohyama
(1998) assumes a perfect competitive market in which firms maximize
Bhagwati (1958a, b) named this phenomenon as
Ohyama (1998) named this phenomenon
counterpointed with "immiserizing growth".
"immiserizing growth".
as'inverse immiserizing growth"
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profits, which are driven to the zero level in equilibrium. In this study, the
exported industry in the home country is under the imperfect competition
market. Considering a lot of export industries are under the imperfect
competition in the real world (e. g. Semiconductor, Automobile and so on),
this assumption makes it possible to compare the welfare effect of quality-
improving innovation in a more realistic situation than Ohyama (1998). In
addition, the quality function, not taken into account in Shirai (2010), is
added into the model. These additions make it possible to compare the
welfare effect of cost-cutting innovation and quality-improving innovation
under the imperfect competition model by extending the model of
Ohyama (1998) and Shirai (2010). As reported by Shirai (2010), cost-
cutting innovation has a possibility of decreasing the welfare of the home
country where innovation has occurred. This possibility will increase if
the degree of monopoly at the export industry in the home country is high,
the elasticity of the world demand to export goods is low and the ratio of
exports in the home country is high. On the other hand, quality-improving
innovation has a possibility of decreasing the welfare of the foreign
country that imports innovated goods. This possibility will increase if the
home country values quality-increasing innovation more than the foreign
country and the degree of monopoly at the export industry in the home
country is high.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
basic model and explains quality-improving innovation. In Section 3, the
author analyzes the welfare effect of quality-improving innovation on
international trade.
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2 . The Model
This section demonstrates the basic structure of the two-country two-
good model extending the model demonstrated in Ohyama (1989) and
Shirai (2010). To envision the extended model the reader must think of
the two-country two-good model, which is freely tradable between
countries, assume that the price of goods is equal internationally under
free trade and the production factor is not transferred internationally.
The home country produces good X and good Y, on the other hand, the
foreign country is completely specialized in the production of good Y. The
home country exports good X abroad and imports good Y from the foreign
country. Good X is produced under the imperfect competition market in
the home country. Good Y is under the perfect competition market in the
home country and the foreign country. Labor is the only factor
endowment, and the full employment condition is satisfied. Only the
quality of good X is considered.
Denote the quasilinear utility function in the home country as
u: y + u (x, q), ur)o, az)o, u1 <-0, tt22 10, ue)o (1)
where r is the consumption of good X, y is the consumption of good Y and
q is quality of good X. 1)1, u2mean the partial differential of a (' ) regarding
x, Q. uru t)prn?zn the partial differential of ar ( ' ) regarding r, 4. Similarly,
the quasi-linear utility function in the foreign country is written as
?,t* : y* * a*(x*, q\, u\)0, ai)O, air (0, ai2 (-0, o\r)0
All the variables of the foreign country were put -(asterisk) in order to
?
?
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distinguish from the home country.
Assuming the extra profit is allocated to consumers, the budget
constraint of the home country and the foreign country is written as
bx+y:wL+trn (3)
0f+Y-=,il*L* (4)
p is the price ratio between good X and good Y. en is the wage ratio of
producing good X and good Y. In other words, good Y is assumed as
numeraire. Let L be the labor endowment and zr" be the extra profit.
The extra profit is assumed to be allocated to consumers in the home
country.
As a result of solving the utility maximization problem subject to the
budget constraint, we obtain
ar(x,q):b
ai (x., q) = rt
Therefore, the demand function is written as
)(:x(p,q)
tc* : x* (i, q)
As the imperfect competition market, assume firms of good X in the home
country behave in Cournot-Nash fashion. Hence, the profit function of
good X in the home country can be written as
πη=p(j4+'こ,)ブ6-"αιx χ
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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& is the output of the firm i, and X-i is the total output of other firms
except the firm i. Let ayy be the amount of labor that is required to
produceoneunitof goodX. From e=- +$u"Uf :",theprofit
maximization condition of good X in the home country is
where e is the price elasticity of world demand of good X and z is the
number of firms. Hence, the extra profit of good X firms is written as
ωαⅨ=は一券)タ
πθ=2こ
πε
ZθαLy=あ
ωttly=ガ
ωαιy=1
ωttty=1ホ
(10)
(11)
On the other hand, the profit functions of good Y in both countries are
ty= Y - fiayyY
7l\/: Y - u)*a*;vY
The profit maximization condition of good Y is
where ary is the amount of labor that is required to produce one unit of
good Y. As mentioned above, fi, = I and arv = l since good Y is assumed
as numeraire. Thus, (12) and (13) is modified as
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
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Now, the equilibrium condition of supply and demand in the
international goods market is defined as
tctx*=X (16)
Given ,c = x (b, q) andxl : x* (b, q), the equilibrium condition of supply
and demand in the international goods market is written as
χ(22)十χ*(2αノ=χ (77)
From Walras' Law, if good X market is in equilibrium, then good Y
market must also be in equilibrium.
Labor in the home country is used for good X and good Y. Therefore,
the full employment condition in the home country is written as
L=ar*X+Y (18)
On the other hand, since labor in the foreign country is used only for good
Y, the full employment condition in the foreign country is written as
L' = ar;Y (19)
Given (5) and (6), by calculating the total derivative of (1), (2), (4), (10),
(11), (14), (15), (18) and (19), I obtain,
du: (X - x) dp + fudX + dY + azdq (201
dtt*=-x.dP+q46n Ql)
In calculation, ary and 4 are assumed as parameters.
Notice that (20) shows four components that correspond to increase and
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decrease the welfare of the home country:terms of trade,the supply of
product X,the supply of product Y and quality. Silnilarly,(21)showStwO
components that of the foreign country:terms of trade and quality.
Proposition l.T力ι ωι
“
ケπグルθ′グ励ιんθ%ι ωχttη αψιπtt θπ ttι
力Jあωグπg ω%クθπιπおf
・ 2解Sグ姥滋
●T2ιsのクタげpηttι′χ
●Tttι sのクタげp御滋θ′y
O(ル形″ク
Proof:sec(20).1■
Proposition 2.T力θ″θttπ ψ θιグルι力彩な%"Zπ″ッα″ιπtt θ%厖ι
力Jあ
"グ
η ωπクθπιπな
●ルタηγ憾げ姥滋
●(ン形″″
Proof:see(21).1■
3. The Effect Of Quality-Improving Innovation
3.1. The Home Country
Given e : e(P, 4 ), calculating the total derivative of (10), I obtain
#=-#ffo-#.#ffr' ez)
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券―+(均+パ)+多(幼+が一÷
券 =多lyl・パX均+が一券洗
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∂2」κ
∂夕2
NoLぉ鉗面鴫 券 =O md詈缶 =ば∝ dm山ぼ メ哩」電 20
and(24)in(22)resultS in
″ _  1 (χ2+χ:)
αク  π+1(χl+対)
Considering(5)and(6),(25)can be re―written as
券=7≒(・弁堵生)>0
Notice that quality-improving innovation of good X brings an increase oI
its price. Also, the higher the degree of monopoly in good X market is, the
more the price of good X increases.
Proposition 3. Quality-improuing innouation of exporting goods leads to an
increase of its price. The higher the degree of rnonopoly in good X marhet is,
the more the price of good X increases.
Proof: see (26). I
Substituting (7) and (8) into (16) and differentiating X by 4, I obtain
dX db
ds:(x,+x\)6*(xr+xi) (27)
4) This assumption means that the demand function is linear.
(23)
(24)
(26)
25)
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Given (5) and (6), by plugging (26) in (27),I observe that
d{ 
=___!_t!fi41&l>o (28)dq n*7\ lrp\r ''w
This shows that quality-innovation of good X brings an increase of its
supplyt). Also, the more the number of firms there are, the more the
supply of good X increases.
Proposition 4. Quality-imProuing innouation of exporting goods leads to an
increase of its supply. The louter the degree of monopoly in a good X market is,
the more the supply of good X increases.
Proof: see (28). I
Given (28), by calculating the total derivative of (18), I obtain
dY dX
A=-au *{0 (29)
The supply of good Y in the home country decreases from quality
innovation of good X. This is because, from Proposition 4, quality-
innovation of good X brings an increase of its supply, and this increase
makes labor in the home country used for producing good X more than
good Y.
Proposition 5. Quality-imfrouing innoaation of exporting goods leads to a
decrease of good Y subbly. The lower the degree of monopoly in a good X
9ha…岬 ett la・ザ洵
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ruarket is, the more the supply of good X increases.
Proof: see (29). I
Plugging (10) and (29) in (20) results in
4=tx-*t!o P dxdq dn *; on * 
"'o 
(301
where ala is given, and q is a parameter.
From (26) and (28), the first term (price effects), the second term (supply
effects) and the third term (quality effects) on the right side of (30) are
positive. Notice that quality-improving innovation of good X increases the
welfare of the home country.
Proposition 6. Quality-improaing innouation of exporting goods in the
home country leads to an increase of the welfare of the home country.
Proof: see (30). f
3.2. The Foreign Country
In this section, the author analyzes how quality-improving innovations
occurred in the home country affect the utility in the foreign country.
As is the case with the home country, from (21), the effect on the utility
in the foreign country can be written as
(31)
Notice that the effect on the utility in foreign county cannot be settled
since, on the right side of (31), the first term has the negative effect and
the second term has the positive effect. In other words, price effects and
#―ノ券+あ>0
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quality effects work in the opposite way. Thus, by quality-improving
innovation in the home country, there is a possibility that the welfare of
the foreign country will decrease. In Ohyama (1998), this possibility is
named "inverse immiserizing growth".
If. ui:0, quality-improving innovation in the home country has the
negative effect on the utility in the foreign country. a| :0 implies that
quality-improving innovation in the home country is not valued by
consumers in the foreign country at all.
Substituting (26) into (31), (31) can be re-written in a slightly different?
??
??
=劇2■~舟年宰) (32)
where t.= ry )0 shows the demand change of consumers in the
foreign country in response to a change in the utility of the foreign country
by quality-improving innovation ("The elasticity of demand for marginal
utility by quality-improving innovation"). If + (0, the utility in thedq
foreign country decreases from quality-improving innovation. Hence, the
necessary and sufficient condition of inverse immiserizing growth is
t.) (n + 17--!bJA-
,,,*;E (33)
Notice that the higher the elasticity of demand for marginal utility by
quality-improving innovation and the degree of monopoly are, the higher
the possibility of inverse immiserizing growth is. Moreover, if the
increase of marginal utility in the foreign country by innovation is lower
compared to the home country, the possibility of inverse immiserizing
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growth is much higher. This implies that quality-improving innovation is
not valued in the foreign country compared to the home country.
On the contrary, however, if z is higher, this possibility becomes lower.
Thus, we can make the possibility of inverse immiserizing growth lower
by making the market more competitive through a competition policy.
Proposition 7. There is a possibility that quality-improaing innouation of
e)c/orting goods in the home country leads to a decrease of the utelfare of the
foreign country that imforts these goods. The possibility is higher in the
fo llout ing conditions :
o The el.asticity of demand for marginal utility by qunlity-irnproaing
innouation is high
o The increase of marginal utility in the foreign country by innouation is
lower compared to the home country
o The degree of monopoly is high
Proof: see (33). I
4. Welfare effects
l adopt the following utility functions as a basic sample:
π=ノ_サχ2+9放                   (34)
グ=ダ サーχ総+“″,α≧0             0助
where υ(χ,2)=一;χ2+αレandグ(ノ,2)=―子χⅢ2+鋒肋ざ.
From (5)and(6),demand functions in both countries are as follows:
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p:-sv+qb
p=-sv**qqb
?)p= b
u\r: ab
ε =
From (26),the price effect by quality‐improving innovation is
券=毛器#>0
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
In this sample, if.a17, urr)a\r. ap)u\, implies that, compared to
consumers in the home country, consumers in the foreign country do not
value quality-improving innovation of good X.
The price elasticity of world demand for good X in this sample is as
follows:
Quality-improving innovation increases the price, and the effect of this
increase is higher if the degree of monopoly is high. These increases lead
to a positive effect on the utility in the home country.
From (28), the supply effect is determined as follows:
券=考器#>0
Therefore, substituting (41) and (42) into (30), it is observed that quality-
improving innovation occurring in the home country increases the welfare
of the home country.
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On the other hand, the effect on the welfare of the foreign country is not
determined.
Plugging (41) in (31) results in
d!. 
=on.{t- ^ ',1 ? , }dq w^ l.' 2a (l+ n) )
where ui : abx..
-7a < 7+Z|
In this sample, T*:I. Therefore, from (33), the necessary and
sufficient condition of inverse immiserizing growth is
(43)
(44)
Notice that the lower the valuation of quality-improving innovation in
foreign country is, the higher the possibility of inverse immiserizing
growth becomes since the left side of. (44) is lower. As mentioned at the
previous chapter, if companies in the market are regulated through the
competitive inhibition policy, the possibility of inverse immiserizing
growth becomes high since the right side of (44) is higher.
When the home country is the advanced county and the foreign country
is the developing one, the strategy of quality-improving innovation at the
exporting industry in the advanced country is focused on the domestic
market since the scale of the domestic market in the advanced country is
larger than the market in the developing country. In this case, the
advanced country can obtain the profit from the innovation. The
interesting point is that, unlike common wisdom, it is not necessarily the
case that the developing country also can obtain the profit from quality-
improving innovation. The developing country can suffer the loss from
170
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quality-improving innovation in the case that the loss from the negative
effect of terms of trade surpasses the benefit from the innovation' This
occurs because quality-innovation in the advanced country is not valued
by the developing country.
On the contrary, the reader should think about the case when the home
country is the developing country and the foreign country is the advanced
country. The strategy of quality-improving innovation in the exporting
industry in the developing country is focused on the foreign market since
the scale of the market in the advanced country is larger than the domestic
market in the developing country. In this case, both countries can obtain
the benefit from quality-improving innovation. This is because quality-
improving innovation in the developing country is also valued in the
advanced country and the benefit from the innovation in the advanced
country exceeds the loss from the negative effect of trade of terms.
5. Concluding remarks
This study investigates the effect of quality-improving innovation on
international trade in two-country two-good model under imperfect
competition. The result, that quality-improving innovation occurred in
the home country, can cause an increase in the welfare of the home
country. However, there is a possibility that the welfare of the foreign
country can be decreased. This possibility is named as 'inverse
immiserizing growth" in Ohyama (1998). This result is opposite from the
case of cost-cutting innovation, which is analyzed in Shirai (2010). In
Shirai (2010), cost-cutting innovation can decrease the welfare of the
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home country, not of the foreign country. This possibility is named as
"immiserizing growth" in Bhagwati (1958a, b).
I derived the necessary and sufficient condition of "inverse
immiserizing growth" as follows:
o The elasticity of demand for marginal utility by quality-improving
innovation is high
o The increase of marginal utility in foreign country by innovation is low
o The degree of monopoly is high
In Ohyama (1998), the first condition and the second condition above
are also identified. However, by extending the imperfect competition
model, this study has found that the third condition, the degree of
monopoly, is the important condition of inverse immiserizing growth. The
higher the degree of monopoly in the exporting industry where the
innovation has occurred is, the higher the possibility that the welfare of
foreign country will decrease. This implies that, through the competition
policy, we can make the possibility of inverse immiserizing growth lower.
My results are strongly supportive of innovation in the exporting
industry and in the case that quality is given. I recommend extending the
approach to investigate the effect of the innovation in the import
substitution industry. Further, one might internalize quality by
considering quality function. In order to analyze quality function, the cost
of quality-improving innovation must be considered. In this study, the
quality-choice problem needs consideration. That is, there is a distinct
possibility that the company will not choose quality-improving innovation
because of the research and development costs.
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